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Preface

Simon Donaldson has been one of the central figures in modern geometry for
thirty-five years, and remains as active today as ever. His work has revolutionised
numerous fields; the breadth of the essays in this volume are testament to his
profound influence across different areas of differential and algebraic geometry, and
its connections to topology, to analysis and to theoretical physics.

Simon Kirwan Donaldson was born on August 20th, 1957, in Cambridge, U.K.
He attended secondary school at Sevenoaks in Kent, and was a mathematics under-
graduate at Pembroke College, Cambridge, before going on to doctoral work under
the joint supervision of Michael Atiyah and Nigel Hitchin at Oxford. After his
DPhil degree, Donaldson became a Research Fellow at All Souls College, Oxford,
and then (with a year at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton as inter-
mission) the Wallis Professor at Oxford. He remained in Oxford until 1997, then
spent one year at Stanford, California, before returning to the U.K. with a Chair
at Imperial College, London. In 2014 he joined the Simons Center for Geometry
and Physics at Stony Brook, and now divides his time between there and Imperial.

Donaldson was an invited speaker at the 1982 ICM inWarsaw, and was awarded
the Fields Medal at the 1986 ICM in Berkeley. Amongst his many other awards are
the King Faisal International Prize (2006), the Nemmers Prize (2008), the Shaw
Prize (2009, joint with Cliff Taubes), and the Breakthrough Prize (2015). He was
knighted in the 2012 New Year Honours list for services to mathematics.

Whilst still a graduate student, in 1982, Donaldson overturned the world of
low-dimensional topology, bringing to bear methods from classical gauge theory
and the Yang-Mills equations – ideas later recast by Witten in terms of quantum
field theory – to prove new constraints on the topology of smooth four-dimensional
manifolds, the nature of which have no analogue in either lower or higher di-
mensions. Celebrated results in this period include: the diagonalisability theo-
rem1 for the intersection forms of definite four-manifolds; the disproof of the four-
dimensional s-cobordism conjecture and introduction of his polynomial invariants
of four-manifolds; the Donaldson-Uhlenbeck-Yau (DUY) theorem describing the
solutions of the Hermitian-Yang-Mills equations on Kähler manifolds; and his work
on Nahm’s equations and monopoles.

Whilst his work in low-dimensional topology dominated four-manifold theory
from 1982–1994, Donaldson later made profound contributions to three quite differ-
ent areas. In 1996 he introduced Lefschetz pencils into symplectic topology, proving
the first general existence theorem for symplectic hypersurfaces. At the core of this

1The frontispiece to this volume, painted by Nathalie Wahl, merges Simon’s childhood passion
for sailing with an abstracted version of the renowned image of the cobordism underlying the
diagonalisability theorem. Readers might look for hints of other theorems hidden in the painting!
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work is an estimated transversality or quantitative Sard theorem, established via a
novel h-principle based on analytical methods of approximately holomorphic geom-
etry. In an attempt to fit Floer’s symplectic-geometric invariants into the formalism
of topological quantum field theory, in analogy with the expected and known struc-
tures for gauge-theoretic Floer homology, he introduced the triangle product in
Lagrangian Floer cohomology, and the quantum category of a symplectic manifold
– the cohomological version of which became the Fukaya category, central in mirror
symmetry. At around the same time, Donaldson laid out a program in higher-
dimensional gauge theory suggesting generalisations of both instanton theory and
Lagrangian Floer theory to G2 and Spin(7)-manifolds, a program in rapid current
development.

In the mid 1990s, Donaldson began studying the existence question for con-
stant scalar curvature Kähler metrics – the higher-dimensional analogue of the
constant curvature metrics on Riemann surfaces provided by the uniformisation
theorem. Over the following two decades, he introduced a huge array of new ideas
into this part of complex differential geometry, partly based on intuitions derived
from infinite-dimensional moment maps and ideas around geometric quantisation.
He eventually successfully resolved (in 2013, with Xiuxiong Chen and Song Sun)
the existence question for Kähler-Einstein metrics on Fano manifolds, as conjec-
tured by Yau and Tian – a landmark achievement, once again binding together
ideas from algebraic geometry and from infinite-dimensional analysis. Whilst the
DUY theorem relied essentially on the link between stability of bundles and the
existence of special-curvature connections, the results in complex geometry estab-
lish a “more non-linear” analogue, reformulating the existence of Kähler-Einstein
metrics in terms of the stability of the varieties themselves. Donaldson will give
the opening lecture at the ICM in Rio in 2018, the 4th ICM which he will address.

Donaldson’s influence on mathematics reaches very much further than his body
of published results. He has had a huge number of graduate students (44 students
and 132 descendents so far, according to the Mathematics Genealogy database).
Our own extraordinarily priviliged experiences of being his students were that one
was not just given a thesis problem, one was given a whole raft of problems, early
entry to an intellectual landscape which other people had scarcely begun to think of
populating. Donaldson suggested key examples which paved routes through these
uncharted territories and made them familiar, generously leaving the impression one
had surveyed and discovered the contours of the theory for oneself. Many people
have worked on his suggestions without formally being his students or postdocs:
he has always been incredibly generous with his ideas, and equally generous in
stepping back from credit. His gentleness and kindness are renowned, and he has
been a unique role model to generations of those who have learned from him,
listened to his lectures and seminars2, or had the privilege of being party to one of
his many informal asides, questions or car-ride reflections.

The editors wish to thank Zak Turcinovic for help with the typesetting.

Vicente Muñoz, Ivan Smith, Richard Thomas

2In the early 1990s, at his “Geometry and Analysis” seminar at Oxford, instead of inviting
a speaker, Donaldson would sometimes talk about a result which excited him, outlining the proof
he imagined the author had given. Often this had no resemblance to the actual work, and opened
up an entirely new perspective.
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